D-S JV Boys Soccer 3, Sioux City Heelan 1
D-S improves to 4-1 this season
Shots:
Shots on goal:
Saves:
Corner kicks:
Free kicks:
Off sides:

D-S 13, Heelan 4
D-S 4, Heelan 3
Christopher Magana had 2 saves in goal for the Monarchs
D-S 4, Heelan 1
Heelan 6, D-S 3
D-S 3, Heelan 1

Goals: 1) Even Jeronimo scored his 1st goal of the season with 27:17 remaining in the 1st half.
The goal was assisted by Alex Garcia (3rd assist). Garcia passed a ball over the top of the
Heelan defense to hit Jeronimo in stride for a 1 on 1 vs. their keeper that he finished from 8
yards out.
Halftime score: D-S 1, Heelan 0
2) Manuel Leanos scored his 3rd goal of the season with 13:29 remaining in the match.
The goal was assisted by Alex Garcia (4th assist). Garcia had the ball in the center of the field
and passed it out to Leanos who was open from 15 yards out. Leanos put a shot just under the
cross bar that went through the finger tips of Heelan’s keeper.
3) Alex Garcia scored his 1st goal of the season with 9:57 remaining in the match. The
goal was assisted by Jairon Hernandez (4th assist). Hernandez had a throw-in about 15 yards
out on the left sideline. Hernandez threw the ball over 2 Heelan defenders to Garcia, who got
by 1 defender and hit the shot from 8 yards out.
Comments by Coach Eller: “Heelan has a very young varsity team, so that greatly affected their
JV team as all their young talent was on varsity. This was the 1st year I’ve coached against a
Heelan JV team that wasn’t good. We had a huge speed advantage against Heelan that we
didn’t capitalize on enough. We had chance after chance early that we either didn’t put a 1 on 1
vs. their keeper on frame, didn’t get a body or head on a good crossing pass, or passed through
balls or balls over the top right to their keeper. We did pretty much everything well except for
finish goals. The 1 goal we gave up was the result of a forward trying to beat a player off the
dribble instead of keeping the ball moving with passing. The forward got the ball taken from him
and then fouled that player from behind, giving Heelan a free kick. We didn’t mark up well and
after 1 deflection Heelan had a player wide open from 6 yards out for an easy goal. Overall, we
did a very good job playing the ball out wide control possession and to create shots. Areas for
improvement continue to be midfielders getting back & marking up on their counters and putting
shots on goal instead of trying to kick the ball as hard as we can. Our defense did a much
better job of not getting too high up when Heelan countered”.

